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2009- 2012 The Moscow Academy of Entrepreneurship (Business) by the Government of Moscow. Blagoveschensk branch
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2006-2007 Presidential program for training of administration specialists (cadres)

Economic faculty (speciality - strategical management)
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Post graduate study on the speciality 07.00.02 - Native/Home History, the candidate of historical sciences
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Historical faculty, speciality – teacher of history, the diploma of honor

Experience

The Moscow Academy of Entrepreneurship (Business) by the Government of Moscow. Blagoveschensk branch

September 2008- till the present day - senior lecturer of the sub-faculty of the state (public) and law disciplines
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Vladivostok State University of Economics and Service Nachodka branch

July 2007-August 2008 senior lecturer of the sub-faculty of humanitarian disciplines

● Lead lectures and seminars on the disciplines “Native/ Home History”, “Integrational processes in the Asian Pacific Region (APR)”, “Problems of International Security”

Amur State University Blagoveschensk

July 2003-July 2007 assistant (junior teacher), from 2005 senior lecture of the sub-faculty of World History and International Relations

● Teach courses “Regional and National Security”, “Social and political systems of the Western Europe Countries” on the faculty of International Relations, “Native/ Home History”

Amur State University

June 2006 - July 2007 deputy dean of the faculty of International Relations on Science (Research)

● Organize scientific (research) events, provide cooperation (interaction) between The Board of Scientific Researches of the University with sub-faculties of the faculties, intensify and stimulate research activities of teachers and students
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1. Bogaturov’s school (Summer Institute of International Relations) Smolrnsk, 2006
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